
Sitecore Publish Exclusions Module 

Overview 
The Publish Exclusions module provides the capability to configure items and its descendants 

from being excluded during a publish. This is different from Sitecore’s Publishing Restrictions 

capability wherein already published items will get un-published. This module however does not 

un-publish the item if it was already published. 

More details about this capability is available at: 

 https://thesitecorezone.wordpress.com/2015/10/08/sitecore-publishing-restrictions-and-

exclusions/ 

 https://thesitecorezone.wordpress.com/2015/10/31/sitecore-publish-exclusions/ 

 

Usage Instructions 
1) Once the module has been installed to your Sitecore instance, you will find it available at 

“/sitecore/system/Modules/Publish Exclusions”. 

 

2) Create new “Publish Exclusion” items under the folder “/sitecore/system/Modules/Publish 

Exclusions/Exclusions Repository”. 

https://thesitecorezone.wordpress.com/2015/10/08/sitecore-publishing-restrictions-and-exclusions/
https://thesitecorezone.wordpress.com/2015/10/08/sitecore-publishing-restrictions-and-exclusions/
https://thesitecorezone.wordpress.com/2015/10/31/sitecore-publish-exclusions/


 

3) Configure the “Publish Exclusion” item by specifying the items and its descendants to be 

excluded from publish for specific publishing targets and publish modes. 

 

 Publishing Target  specify the publishing target for which this publish exclusion is 

applicable. If this needs to be applicable for multiple targets, create multiple “Publish 

Exclusion” items. 

 Publish Modes  specify the publish modes for which this exclusion is applicable. 

 Excluded Nodes  this is where you choose the items and its descendants that needs to be 

excluded from publish for the current publishing target and publish modes. 



 Exclusion Overrides  choose descendants of excluded nodes that needs to be published 

even though its ancestor is excluded. This would be useful if a complete node, except for 

specific portions of the tree, has to be excluded from publish. 

Since Sitecore requires “/sitecore/system/Languages” to be publishable for each publish, this is 

never excluded even if you explicitly configure it for exclusion. 

 

4) In addition, this module also comes with a global configuration item (“/sitecore/system/ 

Modules/Publish Exclusions/Global Configuration”) to control the behavior of this module. 

 

 Return Items to Publish Queue  if enabled, all items skipped during an incremental publish 

will be returned back to the Publish Queue, so that the items are again considered for publish 

during the next incremental publish. Be aware that this setting can result in your Publish 

Queue growing over a period of time. 

 Show Content Editor Warnings  if enabled, a warning is shown in the Content Editor if 

the item is excluded from publish for any publishing target or publish mode. 

 

 

Extensibility 
This module comes with a Controller that houses all the business logic for this functionality and a 

Repository that retrieves Publish Exclusion rules from Sitecore. The module if designed for 

extensibility if you need to customize the implementation logic. Key methods in both the Controller 

and the Repository are defined “virtual” – so you can override it with your custom implementation. 

Your custom Controller and Repository can also be configured in the include config file, so that 

all pipeline processors provided by this module will work with your classes as well – as long as 

they implement the IPublishExclusionsController and IPublishExclusionsRepository interface. 

 


